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Abstract. A unit fraction representation of a rational number \( r \) is a finite sum of reciprocals of positive integers that equals \( r \). Of particular interest is the case when all denominators in the representation are distinct, resulting in an Egyptian fraction representation of \( r \). Common algorithms for computing Egyptian fraction representations of a given rational number tend to result in extremely large denominators and cannot be adapted to restrictions on the allowed denominators. We describe an algorithm for finding all unit fraction representations of a given rational number using denominators from a given finite multiset of positive integers. The freely available algorithm, implemented in Scheme, is particularly well suited to computing dense Egyptian fraction representations, where the allowed denominators have a prescribed maximum.

1. Introduction

An Egyptian fraction is a sum of reciprocals of distinct positive integers, the name coming from the historical fact that ancient Egyptians used this form to represent rational numbers, as shown in the Rhind Papyrus [12]. Many algorithms have been developed to find Egyptian fraction representations of arbitrary positive rational numbers. Fibonacci showed in 1202 that the greedy algorithm terminates (a result rediscovered many times, most notably by Sylvester [15] in 1880). The equally straightforward splitting algorithm has also been proved to terminate: Beeckmans [2] published a proof, although Wagon [18] attributes the result to Graham and Jewett. An elementary pairing algorithm is also known to terminate, as proved (though not stated) by Takenouchi [16]. Other algorithms include methods based on binary representations, a continued fraction algorithm, and a Farey series algorithm, along with variants; interested readers can find more information and citations in [2, 3, 6, 7].

The largest denominators in the Egyptian fraction representations resulting from these algorithms can be enormous, whereas it is often desirable to limit the size of the allowed denominators in advance. In the papers [9, 10] on “dense” Egyptian fractions, the first author described algorithms that found Egyptian fraction representations with denominators restricted to the set \( \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) for suitable positive integers \( n \). Inspired by those results, we have created a freely available implementation of such an algorithm.

Given a positive rational number \( r \) and a finite set of permitted denominators \( S \), our algorithm returns every subset of \( S \) corresponding to Egyptian fraction representations of \( r \) (that is, such that the sum of the reciprocals of the elements in the subset equals \( r \)). If \( S \) is chosen to be of the form \( \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \), then the algorithm naturally finds Egyptian
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fraction representations with denominators bounded by $n$; indeed in this way we can determine the best possible bound (the minimal largest denominator) among Egyptian fraction representations of a given rational number $r$. However, our algorithm works with an arbitrary finite set of positive integers, and so can be used to find Egyptian fraction representations with any desired restrictions on the denominators. (Indeed, the positive integers in the input set $S$ don’t even need to be distinct: the algorithm works perfectly well for multisets, although the resulting representations are not technically Egyptian fractions.) Our code is available online [14].

2. Motivation for the algorithm

In this section, we set some notation to be used throughout the paper, and then expound the rationale behind our algorithm with a top-down approach. We give pseudocode for a preliminary version UFRAC-PRELIM of our algorithm and work through some simple examples to orient the reader; later, we introduce the notion of “reserved denominators” to refine this preliminary algorithm. (A complete pseudocode description of the implemented algorithm ufrac will be given in Section 3 below.) At the end of this section we highlight a mathematical lemma that is crucial to the implementation.

Notation 2.1. Throughout this report, $r$ denotes a rational number (which in practice will be nonnegative), while $D$ and $D'$ denote finite multisets of positive integers (that is, “sets” in which elements are allowed to appear with any positive-integer multiplicity). We will always write rational numbers in reduced form, and thus we can unambiguously refer to the numerator and denominator of $r$; for example, if $r$ is an integer then its denominator equals 1.

We define $R(D)$ to be the reciprocal sum of $D$ and $\delta(D, r)$ to be the difference between this reciprocal sum and the target rational $r$, that is,

$$R(D) = \sum_{d \in D} \frac{1}{d} \quad \text{and} \quad \delta(D, r) = R(D) - r$$

(2.1)

(where the summand $\frac{1}{d}$ appears with the same multiplicity as $d$ does in $D$, if appropriate); by convention, $R(\emptyset) = 0$.

We say that $D$ is a representation of $r$ if $R(D) = r$ (or equivalently if $\delta(D, r) = 0$). When $D$ consists of distinct integers, this is an Egyptian fraction representation, with the slight misuse of terminology in that we say (for example) that the set $D = \{2, 3, 6\}$ is a representation of $r = 1$ when technically it is $R(D) = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{6} = 1$ that is the Egyptian fraction representation.

The following theorem describes inputs and the output of our algorithm.

Theorem 2.2. Let $D$ be a multiset of positive integers, and let $r$ be a rational number. The procedure UFRAC defined in Section 3 generates the set of all submultisets of $D$ that are representations of $r$: \[ \text{UFRAC}(D, r) = \{D' \subset D : R(D') = r\}. \]

For the remainder of this section, we use pseudocode and examples to motivate the algorithm that will be presented fully in Section 3.
2.1. A preliminary algorithm. Our algorithm focuses on the difference \( \delta(D, r) = R(D) - r \) (recalling that \( D \) is a representation of \( r \) precisely when \( \delta(D, r) = 0 \)). If \( \delta(D, r) < 0 \), it is impossible for a submultiset of \( D \) to form a representation of \( r \), since the reciprocal sum of the submultiset is less than or equal to \( R(D) \) and hence less than \( r \) (here we fundamentally use the positivity of the elements of \( D \)). If \( \delta(D, r) > 0 \), then it may be possible to find some representations of \( r \) after removing some carefully selected numbers from \( D \); this process is the main content of the algorithm.

Typically, \( \delta(D, r) \) is not an integer, and thus its denominator is divisible by various powers of primes. The idea is to remove some numbers in \( D \) so that the greatest prime power \( p^t \) dividing the denominator of \( \delta(D, r) \) decreases, and then to repeat recursively. It is easy to check that the presence of \( p^t \) in the denominator is determined exclusively by the multiples of \( p^t \) in \( D \) (this is the phenomenon that explains, for instance, why one cannot find a representation of \( r = \frac{2}{3} \) using only denominators in \( \{ n \in \mathbb{N} : 3 \nmid n \} \)). Hence it suffices to examine the multiples of \( p^t \) when choosing numbers to remove. This strategy of focusing on one prime power at a time is central to the results of [9, 10] and is also central to our algorithm.

Occasionally \( \delta(D, r) \) is actually a positive integer. In this case, we identify the least number \( \ell \) in \( D \) and create two branches (recursive calls to \textsc{ufrac-prelim} ), one in which we retain \( \ell \) and insist that it be an element of any further representations, and one in which we remove \( \ell \).

Using this strategy, we can give the following preliminary version of the algorithm.

```plaintext
1: procedure \textsc{ufrac-prelim}(D, r)
2: if \( \delta(D, r) < 0 \) then
3: return \( \emptyset \)
4: else if \( \delta(D, r) = 0 \) then
5: return \( \{D\} \)
6: else if \( \delta(D, r) > 0 \) then
7: if \( \delta(D, r) \) is an integer then
8: Let \( \ell \) be the least element of \( D \)
9: Let \( D' \) be the submultiset of \( D \) so that \( D' \cup \{\ell\} = D \)
\hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{we write} \ D' = D \setminus \{\ell\}, \text{as we would for sets}
10: Let \( R \) be the result of appending \( \ell \) to each element of \textsc{ufrac-prelim}(\( D' \), \( r - \frac{1}{\ell} \))
11: return \textsc{ufrac-prelim}(\( D' \), \( r \)) \cup \( R \)
12: else
13: Let \( p^t \) be the greatest prime power that divides the denominator of \( \delta(D, r) \)
14: Determine sets of multiples of \( p^t \) to remove from \( D \) to obtain submultisets \( D' \)
\hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{such that} \ p^t \text{ does not divide the denominator of} \ \delta(D', r)\)
\hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Section 2.3 describes how to determine these sets}
15: return the union of \textsc{ufrac-prelim}(\( D' \), \( r \)) for each such \( D' \)
16: end if
17: end if
18: end procedure
```

The following example traces through this preliminary algorithm in a concrete case.
Example 2.3. Suppose $D = \{2, 3, 4, 12\}$ and $r = \frac{1}{3}$. A quick mental calculation reveals that $\{3\}$ and $\{4, 12\}$ are the only two subsets of $D$ that are representations of $\frac{1}{3}$. We walk through how UFRAC-PRELIM($D, r$) performs this calculation.

Initially, $R(\{2, 3, 4, 12\}) = \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{12} = \frac{7}{9}$ and $\delta(D, r) = \frac{7}{9} - \frac{3}{9} = \frac{4}{9}$, so that 3 is the greatest prime power dividing the denominator of $\delta(D, r)$. The multiples of 3 in $D$ are precisely $\{3, 12\}$. We can check that removing $\{3\}$ from $D$ results in $\delta(\{2, 4, 12\}, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{1}{3}$, while removing $\{12\}$ from $D$ results in $\delta(\{2, 3, 4\}, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{3}{9}$; in both cases, 3 no longer divides the denominator, so $\{2, 4, 12\}$ and $\{2, 3, 4\}$ are deemed acceptable choices for $D'$ in line 14 of the above procedure. On the other hand, removing $\{3, 12\}$ from $D$ results in $\delta(\{2, 4\}, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{5}{12}$, whose denominator is still divisible by 3; thus we do not allow $D' = \{3, 12\}$ in line 14. Consequently, there are precisely two branches, one for each acceptable choice of $D'$.

- In the first branch, where $\delta(\{2, 4, 12\}, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{1}{3}$, the largest prime power dividing the denominator is 2; in this case, all elements $\{2, 4, 12\}$ are multiples of 2. It turns out that there are precisely two subsets of $\{2, 4, 12\}$ that we can remove to yield a difference whose denominator is not divisible by 2. If we remove $\{2\}$, the result is $\delta(\{4, 12\}, \frac{1}{3}) = 0$, revealing that $\{4, 12\}$ is a representation of $\frac{4}{9}$. If we instead remove $\{2, 4, 12\}$, the result is $\delta(\emptyset, \frac{1}{3}) = -\frac{1}{3}$, which does not lead to a representation.

- In the second branch, where $\delta(\{2, 3, 4\}, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{3}{9}$, the largest prime power dividing the denominator is 4. In this case, only 4 is a multiple of 4, and removing $\{4\}$ yields $\delta(\{2, 3\}, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{1}{9}$ (which is technically a new branch). Now the largest prime power dividing the denominator is 2, and removing the only remaining even denominator 2 yields $\delta(\{3\}, \frac{1}{3}) = 0$, revealing that $\{3\}$ is a representation of $\frac{1}{3}$ as well.

2.2. Reserving and removing denominators. Our actual implementation keeps track of certain additional data about previous branches, which we now describe.

Notice that in the first step of Example 2.3, if we choose to remove $\{3\}$ and retain $\{12\}$, then 12 appears in the final representation $\{4, 12\}$; on the other hand, if we choose to remove $\{12\}$ and retain $\{3\}$, then 3 remains in the final representation $\{3\}$. This is no coincidence: at each step, we decide whether to retain or remove each multiple of the greatest prime power in the denominator simultaneously. It proves beneficial to mark the retained denominators as “reserved” and keep track of these as denominators that are forced to appear in representations resulting from the given branch. When we do so, Example 2.3 is now modified as follows.

Example 2.4. Again let $D = \{2, 3, 4, 12\}$ and $r = \frac{1}{3}$, so that $R(\{2, 3, 4, 12\}) = \frac{7}{9}$ and $\delta(D, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{7}{6} - \frac{3}{6} = \frac{2}{6} - \frac{3}{6}$. As before, 3 is the greatest prime power dividing the denominator, so we examine the denominators $\{3, 12\}$ that are multiples of 3, and we may either remove $\{3\}$ and reserve $\{12\}$ or remove $\{12\}$ and reserve $\{3\}$.

- In the first branch, where we remove $\{3\}$, the reserved numbers are $\{12\}$ and the denominators to be examined are $\{2, 4\}$. Since we have reserved $\{12\}$, the problem reduces to finding representations of $r_1 = \frac{1}{3} - R(\{12\}) = \frac{1}{3}$ in $\{2, 4\}$. Thus instead of computing $\delta(\{2, 4, 12\}, \frac{1}{3})$, we need to compute $\delta(\{2, 4\}, \frac{1}{3})$. Notice
that $\delta\left(\{2, 4\}, \frac{1}{4}\right) = \frac{1}{2}$, so we need to remove the prime power $2$ from the denominator. The only possible way is to retain $\{4\}$ and remove $\{2\}$; we find of course that $\delta\left(\{4\}, \frac{1}{4}\right) = 0$. Hence $\{4\}$ is the only representation of $r_1 = \frac{1}{4}$ in $\{2, 4\}$. We recover the representation of $r = \frac{1}{3}$ in this branch by taking the union of reserved numbers and the representation of $r_1 = \frac{1}{4}$, that is, $\{12\} \cup \{4\} = \{4, 12\}$.

- In the second branch, where we remove $\{12\}$, the reserved numbers are $\{3\}$ and the denominators to be examined are $\{2, 4\}$. Since we have reserved $\{3\}$, the problem reduces to finding representations of $r_1 = \frac{1}{3} - R(\{3\}) = 0$ in $\{2, 4\}$, and clearly $\emptyset$ is the only such representation. We then recover the representation of $\frac{1}{3}$ in this branch by taking union of the reserved numbers and the representation of $r_2 = 0$, that is, $\{3\} \cup \emptyset = \{3\}$.

The extra work of reserving numbers may seem burdensome, but it has many crucial benefits:

- Without reserving numbers, a denominator will be a multiple of different prime powers, and thus would need to be examined multiple times. When we either reserve or remove a number, however, we only need to examine a denominator at most once in each branch, which accelerates the algorithm by removing redundancy.

- Tracking reserved denominators provides a tree structure among all the branches and their descendents (subbranches). Subbranches of a branch will differ from each other in at least one reserved number, so they will not lead to the same representation. (The situation where $D$ is a multiset needs attention in this regard, and we explicitly remove redundant branches caused by multiple occurrences of a given denominator.)

- No matter how a subbranch is created, the number of unexamined denominators will be strictly less than the number of unexamined denominators in its parent branch. This reduction guarantees that the algorithm will terminate in a finite number of steps.

- The central idea in our algorithm is to treat one prime power divisor of the denominator of $\delta(D, r)$ at a time; however, this strategy needs to be assisted at any point when $\delta(D, r)$ is a positive integer. Reserving denominators provides a natural way to address this situation, by arbitrarily singling out the least number $\ell$ in $D$. We form one subbranch by removing (one copy of) $\ell$, letting $D' = D \setminus \{\ell\}$ and continuing with $\delta(D', r)$. (As with any branch, this branch will be dropped if $\delta(D', r) < 0$.) We form a second subbranch by instead reserving $\ell$, so that $D' = D \setminus \{\ell\}$ still but we continue with $\delta(D', r')$ where $r' = r - \frac{1}{\ell}$; all representations of $r'$ using denominators in $D'$ become representations of $r$ with denominators in $D$ when $\ell$ is appended to them.

**Remark 2.5.** For the sake of later reference, it is helpful to explicitly record the relationships described in the last bullet point above. Let $D$ be a multiset of positive integers (the unexamined denominators in a particular branch) and $r$ a rational number (the target of that branch).
(a) If we reserve a submultiset \( E \) of denominators from \( D \), then the multiset of unexamined denominators in the resulting subbranch will be \( D' = D \setminus E \), the target of the new branch will be \( r' = r - R(E) \), and \( \delta(D', r') = \delta(D, r) \).

(b) If we remove a submultiset \( E \) of denominators from \( D \), then the multiset of unexamined denominators in the resulting subbranch will be \( D' = D \setminus E \), the target of the new branch will be \( r' = r \), and \( \delta(D', r') = \delta(D, r) - R(E) \).

2.3. A crucial number theory lemma. We have seen that each branch targets the largest prime power dividing the denominator of \( \delta(D, r) \) at that moment. So far, we have omitted any details about how to choose the submultisets of multiples of that prime power that cause it to no longer divide that denominator. (In Examples 2.3 and 2.4 we simply found the acceptable subsets by hand.) For the general situation, our procedure relies upon the following lemma, which is an easy exercise in elementary number theory.

Lemma 2.6. Let \( p \) be a prime and let \( s \geq 1 \). Let \( m/np^s \) be a positive rational number with \( p \nmid n \), and let \( c_1, \ldots, c_k \) be integers not divisible by \( p \). For any subset \( J \) of \( \{1, \ldots, k\} \),

\[
\text{the denominator of } \frac{m}{np^s} - \sum_{j \in J} \frac{1}{c_j p^s} \text{ is not divisible by } p^s \text{ if and only if } \]

\[
(2.2) \quad mn^{-1} \equiv \sum_{j \in J} c_j^{-1} \pmod{p}.
\]

Notice that the hypotheses of the lemma require that the denominators \( c_j p^s \) not be divisible by \( p^{s+1} \); however, this restriction might not hold for the set of multiples of \( p^s \) in our denominator set \( D \). For instance, in the first branch of Example 2.3, the greatest prime power dividing the denominator of \( \delta(\{2, 4, 12\}, \frac{1}{3}) = \frac{1}{2} \) is \( 2^1 \); but we cannot apply the lemma to the denominators \( \{2, 4, 12\} \) (if we tried to, we would see for instance that \( 12 = 6 \cdot 2^1 \) and \( 6 \) has no multiplicative inverse modulo 2).

We address this issue in our algorithm by branching not on \( p^t \), the greatest prime power dividing the denominator of \( \delta(D, r) \), but rather on the greatest power \( p^s \) dividing any of the elements of \( D \), with our goal being to remove the presence of \( p^s \) in subbranches. We can then choose integers \( c_1, \ldots, c_J \) not divisible by \( p \) such that the multiples of \( p^s \) in \( D \) are precisely \( \{c_1 p^s, \ldots, c_J p^s\} \) and apply Lemma 2.6 to those integers. In every subbranch, each one of these \( c_j p^s \) is either removed or reserved, and hence we no longer need to consider multiples of \( p^s \) in subbranches. In particular, note that if \( p^t < p^s \) and \( p^s \) does not divide the denominator of \( r \), then removing all multiples of \( p^s \) is a valid subbranch.

3. Description of the full algorithm

We now fully describe (in pseudocode) our algorithm for finding all submultisets of a given input multiset whose reciprocal sum equals a target rational number. We need a data structure \textit{branch} to encase all the useful information at a given computational step of the procedure, a control structure 	extit{UFRAC} managing the tree of computational branches, and a procedure \textit{KILL} to process branches and decide which new branches to make. We start with the data structure.
Definition 3.1. A branch is a data structure that contains the following information:

- $D$, a multiset of positive integers;
- $\text{rsvd}$, a multiset of reserved numbers;
- $\text{original-r}$, the initial input $r$ to the procedure $ufrac$;
- $r$, the difference $\text{original-r} - R(\text{rsvd})$;
- $\text{diff}$, the rational number $\delta(D, r)$ (in reduced form)—recall the definitions of $R$ and $\delta$ from equation (2.1);
- $\text{gpp}$, the greatest prime power dividing the denominator of $\text{diff}$.

Remark 2.5 states the direct effects of removing and reserving denominators when generating new branches; however, the indirect effects need some special handling. If we reserve a submultiset $E$ of $D$ of a branch $br$, then $r$ will decrease by $R(E)$ as per Remark 2.5 (a).

- If $r - R(E) < 0$, then we drop this new branch.
- If $r - R(E) = 0$, then the new branch is a representation.
- If $r - R(E) > 0$, then we must remove from $D$ all elements of $D \setminus E$ whose reciprocals are greater than $r - R(E)$ (since reserving such an element would cause the new $r$ to be negative).

Similarly, if we remove a submultiset $E$ of $D$ of $br$, then $\text{diff}$ will decrease by $R(E)$ as per Remark 2.5 (b).

- If $\text{diff} - R(E) < 0$, then we drop this new branch.
- If $\text{diff} - R(E) = 0$, then the new branch is a representation.
- If $\text{diff} - R(E) > 0$, we will have to reserve all elements of $D \setminus E$ whose reciprocals are less than $\text{diff} - R(E)$ (since removing such an element would cause the $\text{diff}$ of a new branch to be negative).

The above observations show that the action of reserving elements in $D$ possibly needs to be followed by the action of removing elements in $D$ and vice versa. For this reason we have a procedure, which we call REDUCE, to correctly process all denominators that are greater than either $r$ or $\text{diff}$.

1: procedure REDUCE($br$)
2: while there exists an element of $D$ that is greater than $r$ or $\text{diff}$ do
3:  if there exists an element of $D$ that is greater than $r$ then
4:    Create a new branch $new-br$ by removing all elements of $D$ greater than $r$
5:      \text{$\triangleright$ as per Remark 2.5 (b)}
6:  else \text{$\triangleright$ there exists an element of $D$ that is greater than $\text{diff}$}
7:    Create a new branch $new-br$ by reserving all elements in $D$ greater than $\text{diff}$
8:      \text{$\triangleright$ as per Remark 2.5 (a)}
9:  end if
10: end while
11: return $br$
12: end procedure
From now on, we assume that all new branches are automatically processed by REDUCE.

3.2. The control structure UFRAC. The input to UFRAC is a multiset $D$ of positive integers and a target nonnegative rational number $r$ (both supplied by the user), and the output is all the representations of $r$ using denominators in $D$. We implement this procedure as a depth-first search to minimize the amount of memory required for the list of branches. The main mathematical work is performed by a subprocedure KILL, described in the next section, that is called from UFRAC.

1: procedure UFRAC($D$, $r$)
2: Augment the data $D$ and $r$ into a complete branch $br$
3: if $\text{diff of } br$ is negative then
4: return $\emptyset$
5: else
6: Set $\text{branches}$ to be $\{br\}$ and $\text{representations}$ to be $\emptyset$
   $\triangleright$ both $\text{branches}$ and $\text{representations}$ are ordered lists of branches
7: while $\text{branches}$ is not empty do
8: Set $br$ to be the first branch in $\text{branches}$
   $\triangleright$ this $br$ is a local variable in the while-loop
9: Set $\text{kill-result}$ to be the output of KILL($br$)
   $\triangleright$ this output is an ordered pair of ordered lists of branches
10: Prepend the first ordered list of $\text{kill-result}$ to $\text{representations}$
11: Prepend the second ordered list of $\text{kill-result}$ to $\text{branches}$
   $\triangleright$ prepending ensures that we are doing a depth-first search
12: Remove $br$ from $\text{branches}$
13: end while
14: Extract the multiset of denominators from each branch in $\text{representations}$
15: return these multisets
16: end if
17: end procedure

3.3. The Procedure KILL. As we saw in the above procedure, each branch is processed using a procedure KILL, so named because its main purpose is to remove the largest prime power from the denominator of $\text{diff}$. (Recall that $\text{diff} = 0$ indicates that we have found an exact representation of $\text{original-r}$.) Because our treatment of the branch depends on both the sign and the integrality of $\text{diff}$, we use KILL to differentiate among the four relevant situations, introducing the procedures KILL-WHEN-DIFF-IS-INTEGER and KILL-WHEN-DIFF-IS-NOT-INTEGER which will be described shortly. The input to KILL is a branch (as described in Definition [3.1]), while the output is a pair of collections of branches: the first collection contains representations of $\text{original-r}$ that happened to be found within this branch, and the second collection contains branches that have yet to be processed completely.
1: \textbf{procedure} KILL\((br)\)
2: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \ diff \ of \ br \ is \ 0 \ \textbf{then}
3: \hspace{2em} \textbf{return} \(\{br\}, \emptyset\)
4: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else if} \ diff < 0 \ or \ r < 0 \ \textbf{then}
5: \hspace{2em} \textbf{return} \(\emptyset, \emptyset\)
6: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else if} \ diff \ is \ an \ integer \ \textbf{then}
7: \hspace{2em} \textbf{return} \ KILL-WHEN-DIFF-IS-INTEGER\((br)\)
8: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else} \quad \triangleright \ \text{the case when} \ diff \ \text{is not an integer}
9: \hspace{2em} \textbf{return} \ KILL-WHEN-DIFF-IS-NOT-INTEGER\((br)\)
10: \textbf{end if}
11: \textbf{end procedure}

3.3.1. \textit{The case when} \(\delta(D, r)\) \textit{is a positive integer}. It could happen that we have successfully removed all the primes dividing the denominator of \(diff\), but that \(R(D)\) equals \(r\) plus some integer rather than \(r\) itself. The procedure KILL-WHEN-DIFF-IS-INTEGER handles this by choosing an element \(\ell\) from \(D\) (we choose the minimum element so that \(diff\) is decreased most rapidly) and branching on whether \(\ell\) is or is not to be an element of the representations sought. This branching uses two new procedures, which are special cases of Remark 2.5.

- The first procedure BR-RESERVE-L generates a new branch, with \(\ell\) moved from \(D\) to \(rsvd\) and \(r\) therefore replaced by \(r - \frac{1}{\ell}\). If \(r < \frac{1}{\ell}\), we discard BR-RESERVE-L\((br)\) as there will be no representation of \(r\) that uses \(\ell\); if \(r = \frac{1}{\ell}\), we promote BR-RESERVE-L\((br)\) to a representation of \(r\) that has already been found.
- The second procedure BR-REMOVE-L generates another new branch, with \(\ell\) simply removed from \(D\) leaving everything else unchanged. Since this branch will be processed by KILL again, we don’t need to check other conditions such as \(R(D) \geq r + \frac{1}{\ell}\) (see line 4 of KILL for example).

1: \textbf{procedure} KILL-WHEN-DIFF-IS-INTEGER\((br)\)
2: \hspace{1em} \textbf{set} \(\ell\) \ to \ be \ the \ minimum \ number \ in \ D
3: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} \ \frac{1}{\ell} < r \ \textbf{then}
4: \hspace{3em} \textbf{return} \(\emptyset, \{\text{BR-REMOVE-L}(br)\}\)
5: \hspace{2em} \textbf{else if} \ \frac{1}{\ell} = r \ \textbf{then}
6: \hspace{3em} \textbf{return} \(\{\text{BR-RESERVE-L}(br)\}, \{\text{BR-REMOVE-L}(br)\}\)
7: \hspace{2em} \textbf{else} \quad \triangleright \ \text{this is the case when} \ r > \frac{1}{\ell}
8: \hspace{3em} \textbf{return} \(\emptyset, \{\text{BR-RESERVE-L}(br), \text{BR-REMOVE-L}(br)\}\)
9: \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
10: \textbf{end procedure}

3.3.2. \textit{The case when} \(\delta(D, r)\) \textit{is not an integer}. In this most common and most important step in our algorithm, we use Lemma 2.6 to remove elements from \(D\) to simplify the denominator of \(\delta(D, r)\) in the following manner. We first compute the greatest prime power, \(p^s\), dividing the denominator of \(\delta(D, r)\); then, with that prime \(p\), we set \(s\) to be the largest integer such that \(p^s\) divides at least one element of \(D\). We then collect all of
the multiples of \( p^s \) in \( D \), choosing integers \( c_1, \ldots, c_k \) so that
\[
M = \{ d \in D : p^s \text{ divides } d \} = \{ c_1 p^s, c_2 p^s, \ldots, c_k p^s \}.
\]
Note that \( p \) does not divide any of \( c_1, \ldots, c_k \) by the definition of \( s \).

We then use the procedure \textsc{kill-when-diff-is-not-integer} (whose pseudocode we will give after this discussion and two examples) to find all submultisets \( M' \) of \( M \) that satisfy

\[
\sum_{c_j p^s \in M'} c_j^{-1} \equiv \text{numerator of } \delta(D, r) \cdot p^{s-t} \cdot \left( \frac{\text{denominator of } \delta(D, r)}{p^t} \right)^{-1} \pmod{p}.
\]

(Each such submultiset \( M' \) produces a new branch in our algorithm. We remark that if \( p^s \) does not divide the denominator of \( r \), then \( M' = M \) itself is always one valid choice.) By Lemma 2.6 applied with \( m = (\text{numerator of } \delta(D, r)) \cdot p^{s-t} \) and \( n = (\text{denominator of } \delta(D, r))/p^t \), removing \( M' \) from \( D \) results a multiset \( D' \) such that \( p^s \) does not divide the denominator of \( \delta(D', r) \). Indeed, we both remove the elements of \( M' \) from \( D \) and also reserve the elements of \( M \setminus M' \) in the branch so created.

The following example demonstrates this process.

**Example 3.2.** Let \( D = \{1, 7, 14, 21, 28\} \) and \( r = 1 \), so that
\[
\delta(D, r) = \left( \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{7} + \frac{1}{14} + \frac{1}{21} + \frac{1}{28} \right) - 1 = \frac{25}{3 \times 4 \times 7}.
\]
Here \( p^t = p^s = 7^1 \) and \( M = \{7, 14, 21, 28\} \). Next, we compute the right-hand side of the congruence (3.1), which is
\[
25 \cdot 1 \cdot (3 \times 4)^{-1} \equiv 5 \pmod{7}.
\]
The multiplicative inverses of \( 1, 2, 3, 4 \pmod{7} \) are \( 1, 4, 5, 2 \) respectively. Checking every possible subsum of \( \{1, 4, 5, 2\} \), we find that \( 1 + 4 \equiv 5 \pmod{7} \), \( 5 \equiv 5 \pmod{7} \) and \( 1 + 4 + 5 + 2 \equiv 5 \pmod{7} \) (this last success was guaranteed since 7 does not divide the denominator of \( r = 1 \)). Therefore, we obtain new branches by removing \( \{7, 14\} \), \( \{21\} \), and \( \{7, 14, 21, 28\} \), respectively, and reserving the remaining multiples of 7:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>( D )</th>
<th>( rsvd )</th>
<th>( r )</th>
<th>original-( r )</th>
<th>diff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>{1}</td>
<td>{21, 28}</td>
<td>( \frac{11}{12} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{12} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>{1}</td>
<td>{7, 14, 28}</td>
<td>( \frac{3}{4} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>{1}</td>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As desired, 7 no longer divides the denominator of \( \text{diff} \) in the resulting branches.

There is one possibility we have not yet considered: if \( p^t > p^s \), then the right-hand side of the congruence (3.1) is not well-defined due to the term \( p^{s-t} \), and indeed in this situation there will never be any representations of \( r \) in \( D \).

**Example 3.3.** Let \( D = \{2, 2, 4, 4\} \) and \( r = \frac{9}{8} \), so that \( \delta(D, r) = \frac{3}{8} \). Here, \( p^t = 8 \) but \( p^s = 4 \). Since there is no multiple of 8 in \( D \), we cannot find a representation of \( \frac{9}{8} \) in \( D \).
In our algorithm, we define a procedure \textsc{compute-pre-aim} that computes the prime powers $p^t$ and $p^s$ and, depending on their relative sizes, either returns the right-hand side of the congruence (3.1) or returns a FALSE flag to indicate that the branch can be abandoned.

This process requires a procedure \textsc{generate-subsets-aim} to find all of the submultisets that satisfy the congruence (3.1). We use an existing algorithm that solves the associated integer subset-sum problem [4], which we will not explicitly describe here.

With this context in mind, we can now give the complete pseudo code for the procedure \textsc{kill-when-diff-is-not-integer}.

1: \textbf{procedure} \textsc{kill-when-diff-is-not-integer}(\textit{br})
2: \textbf{set} \textit{pre-aim} to be \textsc{compute-pre-aim}(\textit{br})
3: \textbf{if} \textit{pre-aim} is FALSE
4: \textbf{return} (\emptyset, \emptyset)
5: \textbf{else}
6: Partition \textit{D} into \textit{M}, the multiples of $p^s$, and \textit{N}, the nonmultiples of $p^s$
7: Set \textit{subsets} to be \textsc{generate-subsets-aim}(\textit{M}, \textit{pre-aim})
8: Set \textit{new-brs} to be the collection of complements of the elements of \textit{subsets}
9: \textbf{if} \textit{new-brs} is not empty
10: \textbf{return} (\textit{new-representations}, \textit{new-branches})
11: \textbf{end if}
12: \textbf{return} (\textit{new-representations}, \textit{new-branches})
13: \textbf{end if}
14: \textbf{end procedure}

3.4. The early stopping version. Sometimes we want to know merely whether there exists a representation of a number in a given multiset, in which case we do not need to compute all of the representations. We have therefore implemented an early stopping variant of the algorithm called \textsc{ufrac-early-stopping}. The input to \textsc{ufrac-early-stopping} is again a multiset \textit{D} of positive integers and a target nonnegative rational number \textit{r} (both supplied by the user), while the output is either one representation of \textit{r} using denominators in \textit{D}, if any exist, or FALSE if no such representations exist.

1: \textbf{procedure} \textsc{ufrac-early-stopping}(\textit{D}, \textit{r})
2: Make a branch \textit{br} from \textit{D} and \textit{r}
3: \textsc{ufrac-early-stopping-recursion}(\{\textit{br}\})
4: \textbf{end procedure}

The procedure \textsc{ufrac-early-stopping-recursion} is structured as follows.
1: procedure ufrac-early-stopping-recursion(branches)
2:   if branches is empty then
3:       return ∅
4:   else
5:       Take the first branch br out from branches
6:       Set kill-result to be the output of kill(br)
7:       Set new-representations to be the first collection of kill-result
8:       Set new-branches to be the second collection of kill-result
9:       if new-representations is empty then
10:          return ufrac-early-stopping-recursion(new-branches ∪ branches)
11:         preparping new-branches ensures that we are doing a depth-first search
12:       else
13:          return the multiset of denominators from the first element of new-representations
14:       end if
15:   end if
16: end procedure

4. Implementation and computational results

As our algorithm involves many transformations of multisets, it is reasonable to use a functional programming language. We chose Scheme [5], a dialect of Lisp, as our implementation language; our code is available online [14]. Scheme has good native support for rationals with arbitrarily large numerators and denominators, limited only by the computer’s memory; this functionality is not natively supported by many mainstream programming languages like C, C++, Java, or Python. Among all the implementations of Scheme, we chose Chez Scheme because it is the most efficient one in most cases [13].

The main procedure, ufrac, takes a multiset \( D \) of positive integers and a target rational number \( r \) as input and returns all representations of \( r \) using denominators in \( D \). For example, the command \((ufrac (list 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 12) 3/2)\) yields a list of the five unit fraction representations of \( 3/2 \) using the indicated denominators, namely \(((2 3 4 6 6 12) (2 3 3 6 6) (2 3 3 4 12) (2 2 3 6) (2 2 4 6 12))\).

In addition to entering \( D \) explicitly as above, one can also use any of Scheme’s built-in functions or self-defined functions to construct \( D \): for example, the command \((ufrac (range 1 10) 3/2)\) yields a list of the two Egyptian fraction representations of \( 3/2 \) using only denominators up to 10, namely \(((1 2) (1 3 6))\) (since \( 1/1 + 1/2 = 3/2 = 1/1 + 1/3 + 1/6 \)).

For another example, we mention a theorem of Graham [8] that a rational number \( r \) can be written as an Egyptian fraction using only denominators that are perfect squares if and only if \( r \in [0, \pi^2/6 - 1) \cup [1, \pi^2/6) \). The Scheme command \((map square (range 1 n))\) produces a list of the first \( n \) perfect squares. Using our code, the command \((ufrac (map square (range 1 34)) 1/2)\) yields #f, while the command \((ufrac (map square (range 1 35)) 1/2)\) yields \(((4 9 16 25 49 144 225 400 784 1225))\); this shows that among Egyptian fraction representations of \( 1/2 \) using only square denominators, the unique one with the smallest maximal denominator is \( 1/2 = 1/2^2 + 1/3^2 + 1/5^2 + 1/7^2 + 1/11^2 + 1/13^2 + 1/17^2 + 1/19^2 + 1/23^2 + 1/29^2 + 1/31^2 \).
Further examples and syntax can be found at \cite{14}. We now describe two collections of computations we carried out that relate to extant open problems on Egyptian fractions.

4.1. **Smallest largest denominators.** We used our algorithm to explore the densest representations of integers, by which we mean the Egyptian fractions whose maximal denominators are as small as possible. Recalling that $R(D) = \sum_{d \in D} \frac{1}{d}$, we define

$$G(r) = \min \{ k \in \mathbb{N} : \text{there exists } D \subset \{1, 2, \ldots, k\} \text{ such that } R(D) = r \}$$

to be the largest denominator of the densest Egyptian fraction representation of $r$. For example, $G(2) = 6$, since $2 = 1 + \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{6}$ while there is no representation of 2 in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}. We call the representation \{1, 2, 3, 6\} a *witness* for the value $G(2) = 6$.

We can compute $G(r)$ by simply executing the command \texttt{((\text{ufrac \ (range} \ 1 \ n) \ r)} for increasing values of $n$ until a representation is found. For example, the command \texttt{((\text{ufrac \ (range} \ 1 \ 23) \ 3)} returns \# while the command \texttt{((\text{ufrac \ (range} \ 1 \ 24) \ 3)} returns

\[
(1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 \ 5 \ 6 \ 8 \ 9 \ 10 \ 15 \ 18 \ 20 \ 24),
\]

which shows that $G(3) = 24$ and that the witness is unique.

In this way, we found that $G(4) = 65$, and indeed that

$$4 = R(\{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 33, 35, 36, 40, 42, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 55, 56, 60, 62, 63, 65, 66, 68, 70, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 81, 84, 85, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 99, 102, 104, 105, 108, 110, 112, 114, 115, 116, 117, 120, 126, 130, 132, 133, 136, 140, 143, 144, 145, 150, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 160, 161, 162, 168, 170, 171, 175, 180, 184\}).$$

We observed that 136 is an element of all 16 witnesses, a detail we will return to in a moment.

Finally, we found that $G(6) = 469$; there are 224 witnesses, one of which gives

Using a recent laptop, the time it took to:

- verify that there are no representations of \( r = 6 \) in \( \{1, \ldots, 468\} \) was about \( 2.7 \) s;
- find one representation for \( r = 6 \) in \( \{1, \ldots, 469\} \) (using the early-stopping version of \textsc{ufrac}) was about \( 69 \) s;
- find all representations for \( r = 6 \) in \( \{1, \ldots, 469\} \) was about \( 560 \) s.

These computations comprise independent verification of the first six entries of sequence A101877 in the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [11]. It turns out that the next two values \( G(7) = 1243 \) and \( G(8) = 3231 \) have been found by Hugo van der Sanden, with code that is available at [17]. We were only able to verify that \( G(7) > 1210 \).

Searching for representations of 7 in \( \{1, \ldots, 1230\} \), for example, ran for 56 hours and examined 21 million branches before we terminated the session manually.

We remark that [11] reports the following question:

“Paul Hanna asks if it is always true that a solution set \( S \) for \( n + 1 \) must necessarily contain a solution set for \( n \) as a subset. This is true for small \( n \), apparently, but seems to me unlikely to hold in general.—N. J. A. Sloane, Dec 31 2005”

We can answer this question in the negative: the witness given above for 6 does not contain 136, which means that it does not contain any witness for 5 since all of those witnesses do contain 136.

4.2. Second-smallest denominators. It is easy to see (using Lemma 2.6, for example) that a prime cannot be the largest denominator in an Egyptian fraction representation of 1. Erdős asked about the density of the set of integers that cannot be the largest denominator in an Egyptian fraction representation of 1, and went on to ask the analogous question for the set of integers that cannot be the second-largest denominator in such a representation (and third-largest and so on). Perhaps unexpectedly, the first author [10, Theorem 2] proved that every sufficiently large integer can be the second-largest denominator in such a representation. We have carried out computations that support a speculation in that paper, which we promote to an explicit conjecture:

**Conjecture 4.1.** Every integer \( d \geq 5 \) can be the second-largest denominator in an Egyptian fraction representation of 1.

(It would follow easily from this conjecture and the splitting identity \( \frac{1}{n} = \frac{1}{n+1} + \frac{1}{n(n+1)} \) that every integer \( d \geq 2 \) can be the third-largest, fourth-largest, etc. denominator in such a representation.) We have verified this conjecture for all \( 5 \leq d \leq 6,000 \). The witnesses can be found at [13, conjecture_witnesses.md], and the first several are listed below; the final witness is the representation \( \{5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 19, 38, 56, 95, 114, 6,000, 2,394,000\} \) of 1, whose second-largest denominator is \( d = 6,000 \).

To verify Conjecture 4.1 for a particular integer \( d \geq 5 \), we search for representations of 1 whose largest two denominators are \( d \) and \( c \times d \) for some well-chosen integer \( c > 1 \), as indicated in the table. (When \( d \) is prime, it is easy to see that the largest denominator must necessarily be a multiple of \( d \); for simplicity we restrict to this form for all \( d \).) Among the integers \( c \) below a particular bound, we choose the one that minimizes the largest prime power factor of the denominator of \( r = 1 - \frac{1}{d} - \frac{1}{cd} \). We then used our algorithm to search for representations of this \( r \) using only denominators up to 100 to
limit runtimes (each such search took less than a tenth of a second on a laptop). In some cases, it was necessary to iteratively increase the bound 100 until a representation was found.

While this strategy occasionally needed to be adjusted by hand for small $d$, it soon became clear that representations of the type we sought were plentiful, even under these artificial restrictions. The largest source of variation was that increasing the range from which we chose $c$ made it more likely to find suitable representations of 1, while increasing that range made choosing $c$ take longer: searching among $2 \leq c \leq 1,000$ takes only a few milliseconds, while searching among $2 \leq c \leq 500,000$ (which was needed as $d$ increased) takes about 30 seconds for each $d$.

5. Future work

The algorithm has been brought to a stable and satisfying state. In the future, however, it would be attractive to build a multi-thread version of the algorithm to take advantage of parallel processing. We also remark that it seems difficult to determine the theoretical complexity of our algorithm; certainly we do not individually examine every possible submultiset of the input multiset, but some sort of exhaustive search is being performed in the end since the algorithm does produce every representation. Finally, we hope that others will find uses for the algorithm in their own Egyptian fraction investigations.
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